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Absorbing boundary conditions for wave-equation migration
Robert W. Clayton* and Bjorn Engquist+

The standard boundary conditions used at the sides of a seismic section in wave-equation migration generate
artificial reflections. These reflections from the edges of the computational grid appear as artifacts in the final
section. Padding the section with zero traces on either side adds to the cost of migration and simply delays the
ine\ itable reflections.
We develop stable absorbing boundary conditions that annihilate almost all of the artificial reflections. This
is demonstrated analytically and with synthetic examples. The absorbing boundary conditions presented can
be used with any of the different types of finite-difference wave-equation migration, at essentially no extra cost.
INTRODUCTION

One of the common procedures in processing seismic reflection data is migration. Migration places
reflections from dipping beds in their correct locations and collapses diffractions. In wave-equation
migration (Claerbout, 1970. 1976: Claerbout and
Johnson, 1971), the recorded surface wave field is
downward continued by solving a paraxial or one-way
wave eqL:ation (backward in time). The actual downward continuation operator used in the computations
is found by approximating the paraxial differential
equations with finite differences. With this method,
it is necessary to specify boundary conditions, and at
the side boundaries of the section either zero-slope
(Neumann) or zero-value (Dirichlet) end conditions
are typically used (Claerbout, 1976). Although these
boundary conditions are easy to implement, they
have the unfortunate property of forcing the boundaries to act as perfect reflectors. Thus, reflections
from dipping beds or diffractions that would be
partially off the section after migration are reflected
at the boundaries and appear as artifacts in the final
section.
This problem is common to all calculations where
artificial boundaries are introduced to limit the computational size. One scheme that is used to reduce the
reflections is to pad the sides of the -,ection with zero
traces. This, however, adds to the cost of processing

and does not completely remove the artifacts. To
remove spurious reflections in a more direct and
efficient manner, one would like to specify boundary
conditions which absorb energy incident on the sides.
This would add essentially no extra cost to the
migration.
Absorbing boundary conditions for modeling
schemes based on finite differences of the full
acoustic or elastic wave equation have been found
(Clayton and Engquist, 1977: Engquist and Majda,
1977: Reynolds. 1978). However, this problem
differs from the one considered here in that we
develop absorbing boundary conditions for paraxial
equations. A somewhat different approach to the
problem is used because of the different character
of these equations. These boundary conditions substantially reduce spurious reflections compared to
the ones currently used. Absorbing boundary conditions can be used in either the time or frequency
domain. and for the various approximations of
paraxial equations used in migration.
A brief review of paraxial equations is given first.
The boundary conditions themselves are derived in
the second section, which includes an example of
their effective side reflection coefficients. The
boundary conditions are illustrated with both a timeand a frequency-domain example. In the Appendix,
explicit formulas are presented for the boundary
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FIG. I. Dispersion relations for paraxial wave equations. The semicircle is the dispersion relation of the exact
paraxial wave equation. The other curves are the 15-degree (long dashed curve) and 45-degree approximations
(short dashed curve) given by equations (4) and (5), respectively.

conditions, and a stability proof is given for a particular example.

and

kz

PARAXIAL WAVE EQUATIONS FOR MIGRATION

Derivations of paraxial wave equations have been
given by several authors (Claerbout, 1970, 1976;
Clayton and Engquist, 1977 ): here we restrict ourselves to a brief review. The dispersion relation for
the full acoustic wave equation
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where P is the wave field amplitude and ,. is velocity,
is the circle

w

=
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Equation ( 4) is the result of a linear approximation of
the square root, while equation (5) comes from a
bilinear approximation. The dispersion relations
given by equations (3), (4). and (5) are shown in
Figure 1. Using the following sign convention for
the Fourier transforms

P(k.ro kz, w)

=

JJJ P(x, z, t) ·

• eHk,..r+kzZ-wtl

(2)
where k,. and kz are the horizontal and vertical wavenumbers, respectively, and w is the temporal
frequency.
The full wave equation supports waves moving in
both down going ( + z) and up going (- z) directions.
The paraxial equation for upgoing waves uses the
semicircle dispersion relation
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To cast equation (3) as a differential equation, it is
necessary to approximate the square root as a rational
function of wand k.,.. Two approximations commonly
known as the l 5-degree and 45-degree approximations, respectively. are

(4)

dX dz dt,

we find the differential equations corresponding to
equations (4) and (5) are, respectively,
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For computational purposes, it is often convenient
to use a retarded time coordinate system

t'

=

t

+ _:_

(8)

v

which has the effect of reducing the equations (for
constant velocity) to
\"
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R PR
A method for finding higher order paraxial e4uatiom,
is given in Clayton and Eng4uist ( 1977 ). The
paraxial equations for downgoing waves can be
found from equations {3) through ( 10) by replacing
ko by -ko, and (1/(Jo by -(1/(!z·
In the wave-e4uation migration process, paraxial
e4uations such a-, (6) or (7) arc solved together with
the recorded data P(.r,: = 0, I) (A:<:: .r :<::B.
0 :<:: 1 :<:: T) as initial conditions. P is assumed to
vanish for 1 < 0 and 1 > T. The wave field P(.r, :, I)
i-, calculated for : > 0 by approximating the differential equations [for example. e4uations (9) or ( IO)j
with difference approximations. The final migrated
section i-, taken as the slice P (.r,:, 1 = 0). For a more
detailed description, see Ciaerbout ( 1976). To perform these calculations, extra conditions at the
artificial side boundaries (.r = A and .r = B) are
needed on P, and that is where we want absorbing
boundary conditions.

=

R

ei<-krr-l.·:z-wn,

To derive the absorbing boundary conditions. consider an upgoing monochromatic plane wave incident upon the right side boundary (k,., w < 0) of
the form

12)

where R is the effective retlection coefficient of the
edge of the grid.
The boundary condition operator, which we
denote as B, governs the total wave field at the edge
in the following fashion

( 13)
We restrict ourselves to linear boundary conditions
so that the effective retlection coefficient is found to be
(14)

Since the wave fields themselves arc functions of
k 0 , kr, and w. and the relationship between k 0 and
the other two variables is fixed by the paraxial equation used in the interior, we can write e4uation ( 14) as

R

= _

B(k,r,

w)

B(-k,., w)
ABSORBING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

(

( 15)

For absorbing boundary conditions. we wish to
minimize IRI. keeping in mind that the boundary
conditions should not introduce instabilities into the
solution. Clearly. IRI will be small if we can make
B small for positive values of k,., while making it
large for negative values of kr. The function B will
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FIG. 2. Dispersion relations for absorbing boundary conditions. The curves labeled B I, 82, and 83 are the
dispersion relations for the unretarded absorbing boundary conditions presented in the text. The semicircle is
from Figure I, the exact paraxial dispersion relation. The dispersion curves are intended to be better approximations to the right 4uarter-circle than to the left quarter-circle.
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FtG. 3. Effective reflection coefficients for the absorbing boundary conditions. The effective reflection coefficients for the three types of absorbing boundaries, shown in Figure 2, arc displayed as a function of incident
angles at the boundary. The incident angle is defined such that fiat events (perpendicular to sides on the section)
have zero incident angle. The absorbing boundary conditions in this case were matched to the exact paraxial
wave equation. The angles where the reflections vanish arc fitting poinh of the boundary conditions.

be small when it closely matches the interior dispersion relation, that is, when 8(k,., w) is small for a
large range of k,., w > 0.
One constraint that we apply to B is that it be no
more than first order in k, .. In the physical domain,
this impl ics that the boundary condition contains
only first-order derivatives in x.
Three fi:mns of boundary conditions meet the requiremcnts for 8 to be absorbing:

81:

82:
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w
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( 18)
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The geometrical interpretation of B I is a vertical line

in the k,.-, kz-plane, 82 corresponds to a slanted
line, and B 3 is one branch of a hyperbola. In Figure 2,
the three boundary conditions arc displayed along
with the ;.cmicirclc of the exact paraxial wave
equation.
The coefficients a, h. and c arc determined by
matching the boundary condition to the right side
(k,. > 0) of the dispersion relation of the interior
equation. For monochromatic plane waves, the
coefficients can be selected to annihilate perfectly
any reflection. Since we wish to apply the boundary
conditions to general wave fields, the coefficients are
chosen to minimi1.c 1RI for a range of wavcnumbers
which contains the band of significant energy in the
wave liclds. Although this range is problemdependent, the choice of coefficients is not critical.
The interior equation can he cithct- the exact
paraxial wave equation (3) or approximations thereof.
The equations can be in a normal time frame [ eq uations (6) and (7)], in retarded time [equations (9)
and (I 0) j, or in the frequency domain. When rc-
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FiG. 4a. Monochromatic wave equation with reflecting boundary condition~. Shown is the downward continuation .vith the 45-degrce monochromatic wave equation of a point source location slightly above the top
of the plot. The side boundaries are zero-slope Neumann conditiom. The bottom portion of the plot is dominated
by artificial reflections from the edge~ of the grid. Seven frequencies were added to enhance the clarity.

larded coordinates arc used. it is practical to tit the
dispersion relation of the paraxial wave equation at
k,. = 0 [B(kr = 0, w) = Ol since from this a= 0.
which simplifies the boundary conditions B 2 and

83.
In differential form. the three boundary conditions
are:

(19)
(/

B2:

Pz- hPr- - P 1 = 0; and

(20)

I"

B3:

pzt

+ e1P.rz-

(/

hPrt-- ptt

=

0.

(21)

I"

The effectiveness of the absorbing boundary conditions can be judged by examining the effecti\e

reflection coefficients as a function of incident angle
to the boundary l sin 1 ( 1·k,. / w)]. The method for
calculating the reflection coefficients is given by
equation ( 15). In Figure 3. these reflection coefficients arc shown for the case when the interior equation is the exact paraxial equation. The angles for
which there are no reflections are the fitting points
for determining the coefficients in equations ( 19),
(2{)), and (21 ). It should be noted that flat reflectors
(Lero angle of incidence) always have unit reflection
coefficients. This can be seen from Equation ( 15).
because the numerator and denominator are identical.
For reflections with negative angles of incidence, the
effective reflection coefficient is greater than unity.
These reflections. however. do not cause stability
problems because they migrate toward the interior of
the mesh. rather than impinging on the boundary. A
proof of stability is given in the Appendix.
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FIG. 4b. Monochromatic wave equation with 8 I absorbing boundary conditions. The same example as in
Figure 4a, except with 8 I absorbing boundary conditions. Only small artificial reflections are present.

The left side boundary is treated in a similar
manner. The same formulas are valid if h and c are
replaced with -band -c, respectively. For absorbing boundary conditions for downgoing waves. the
kz in equations ( 17) and ( 18) is replaced by - kz.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

To illustrate the effectiveness of the absorbing
boundary conditions, two numerical examples are
presented. The first example, shown in Figure 4. is a
downward continuation using the monochromatic
4S-degree wave equation. In the displays shown,
solutions for seven different frequencies were combined to enhance the clarity of the plots. The point
source located just above the top of each panel is
used for the initial condition. Figure 4a shows the
results of downward continuing with zero-slope
(perfectly reflecting) end conditions. The solution in
the lower part of the mesh is dominated by reflections

from the boundaries. In Figure 4b, the 8 I absorbing
boundary condition was used, with the constant in
the boundary condition adjusted to absorb perfectly
at 60 degrees. This boundary condition removes most
of the spurious reflections, especially those reflections at high angles of incidence. The shallow
incidence angles do, however, generate some reflected energy. In the last panel, Figure 4c, the 83
boundary condition was used. The fitting angles for
the boundary condition were 24 and 60 degrees. The
small reflections that remained with the 8 I boundary
condition are now removed. The result of using the
82 absorbing boundary condition is nearly identical
to the 8 I result, and it is not shown.
The second example, shown in FigureS, is a timedomain solution with the IS-degree paraxial wave
equation. The first panel (A) shows the results of
modeling the response of three point diffractors with
the IS-degree wave equation. The 83 absorbing
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FIG. 4c. Monochromatic wave equation with B 3 absorbing boundary conditions. The example of Figure 4a is
run with B3 absorbing boundary conditions. Virtually all artificial reflections are removed.

boundary condition was used at the boundaries. The
remaining panels (B-E) are the results of migrating
the data within the rectangular window. The correct
result of migration should be that all energy focuses
outside the window; some unfocused energy, however, will remain because of the energy lost on the
sides in the modeling process.
In panel B, a zero-slope boundary condition was
used. and clearly the artificial reflection dominated
the result. The result obtained by padding with zero
traces on the left is shown in panel C. The boundary
reflections are reduced significantly, but in this
example it doubled the computational cost. The
results of using the B I and B3 absorbing boundary
conditions are shown in panels D and E, respectively.
The boundary conditions remove most of the reflections, with B3 performing best.
CONCLUSIONS

Absorbing boundaries are most important in appli-

cations where there are a limited number of traces in
the section. Our experiments and analysis show that
absorbing side boundary conditions can be applied
to wave-equation migration with the following
accomplishments:
(I) The nonphysical spurious reflections at the
computational side boundaries are substantially
reduced over the level of standard boundary
conditions. With the most effective absorbing
boundary condition (B 3), the reflections are, for
practical purposes, completely removed.
(2) The absorbing boundary conditions can be
added in such a way that the full algorithm Is
computationally stable.
(3) The complexity of the algorithm is not
increased by introducing absorbing boundaries.
The boundary conditions are local (involving
only a few neighboring mesh points) and have a
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FIG. 5. A time-domain example of absorbing boundary conditions. In panel A, the result using the 15-degree
time-domain wave equation to model the response of three point diffractors is shown. The 83 absorbing boundary conditions were used at the edges to reduce spurious reflections. The remaining panels are the results of
migrating data within the rectangular window with a 15-degree wave equation. Plot scales for all panels are
identical. The reflecting boundary case shown in panel B shows large artificial reflections from the left
boundary. In panel C, the results of padding zero traces to the left side of the window are shown. In panels
D and E, the 81 and 83 absorbing boundaries, respectively, are used.
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APPENDIX
FORMULAS FOR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND STABILITY PROOF

Finite-difference formulas
In order to compute the wave field P(x, z, t), we
discretize the differential equations and approximate
P(x, z, t) by a mesh function P)'.k on the computational mesh (xk, :". t); xk =A+ kt1x, z" = nt1z,
t;=}f1t;k=O, I, ... ,K;n=O, l, ... ;j= ... ,
-I, 0, I, .... The notation will be simplified if we
introduce the usual forward (DU and backward
(D£) divided-difference operator with respect to the
independent variable f For example:

The difference equations (A -I) and (A -2) can be
applied at all mesh points except for the side boundaries at k = 0 and k = K. The difference formula~ for
the absorbing side boundaries at k = K are (the
formula~ for k = 0 arc similar):

BI:

b

+ -v
B2:

D~P'J.k =(P}',k+t- P'J.k)/ ~x.

D~(P'J.K+P'J+I,K)

D 1+ (P"J,h. + Pll],/(-]
. ) = O·'

D",_(P'J.K

+ P'J+I,K + P'J.K-l + P'J+l,K-l)

a
- -D~(P'J.K

and

v

Dz_P'J.k =(Pj',k- Pf.lc 1 ) / ~z.
Let us now define the difference approximations
corresponding to the differential equations (9) and
( 10) which are used here.

D 1+ oz+ P"], k

\'

1
+-8 D.1:·o.r(P"+
+ ), k +

PJ'++I~k

+ P'J.k + P'J+Lk)

= 0.

(A-1)

45-degree approximation, frequency domain
w 2 D",_P'fr(w)

+

+

iwv
--o.ro.r
4
+ -

v2

4 o~D~D",_P'fr(w)
[P'k(w)

+ P'k+ 1 (w)]

+ P'J.K-l + P'J.1 1

+ Pj,j/_ 1 ) - bD~(Pj',K + Pj'+1.K
(A-4)
+ P'J.i/ + P'J:/.K) = 0;
B3: (a= 0)
D",_D~(Pj~K

+ PJ'.K-l)
+ c vD~D"+(P'J,K + Pj'+t.Kl
- b D~D~ (P]', K + P'J.i/) = 0.

15-degree approximation, implicit

(A-3)

(A-5)

If more accurate difference formulas involving more
mesh points are needed to approximate the xderivative in the interior equation, the boundary
conditions must be used also at the mesh points
close to x 0 and xK.

Stability proof
= 0.

(A-2)

In order to be at all useful for computations, the
difference scheme together with the boundary con-
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ditions must be stable. The computed solution should
not be permitted to grow in an uncontrolled manner.
We rigorously show that a norm of P stays bounded
for the interior scheme of equation (A-I) together
with the boundary condition (A-3). We present the
proof since similar analyses apply to other schemes
and can be useful in the study of stable boundary
conditions in general.
We define the 12 norm of P)'.k:

:f

IIP"II = [ arax

j=-00

~~ (P;~k) 2]

112

DtPZ = i a.D.X:.D!_(P',,'+ 1 + Pn (A-6)
0

0

+ pn+l)
I
(A-7)

8ai

--D:rpn+l
b
- K = (P"+I
K

'' les' than or equal to zero. u,ing equation
(A-6), we have
K-1

E = Llx Re

L

(P~+ 1 + P~) ·

We can now apply the summation by parts formula
(Richtmyer and Morton, 1957) and drop the imaginary terms
-Llz
E =--a.Re{i[(P~+ 1

Assuming there is no de component (bias) in P, we
can rewrite the difference schemes in the frequency
domain. For the interior equation, left absorbing
boundary, and right absorbing boundary, we have,
respectively

+

L

k~l

.

k~l

8ai
b

K-1

Llx Re

k=l

~ P~(w)P~(w)]

- --DJ'pn+l = (Pn+l

IIP"+ 1I2 -IIP"II 2 =

k~1

1

[ Llx

E =

112 .

Using Parseval's relation, we realize that it is sufficient to bound the norm in the frequency domain

liP"(w)ll =

from one z-step to the next. That is, the quantity

2

+ P;}!\ + P~_ 1 )D!_(P~+ 1 + P~))
- [(P~+1 + P\' + p~+1
+ PS)D~(P3+ 1 + P~)]}.
The boundary equations (A-7) and (A-8) are now
substituted for the divided differences
E = Llzb
16

+

+ pn+1)
K-1 ,
(A-8)

where we have defined a = - v / 8Cl.t cot(wll.t/2).
We now prove that the norm of P witt not increase

+ P~

(IP~+1 + p~ + P~!~ + p~-~1

IP~+I

+ p~ + P8+ 1 + P~i)

:S

0.

Hence, the norm does not increase with z, and the
scheme is stable for h :S 0, which is the right sign for
absorbing boundary conditions in computations where
n increases.

